HENSOLDT Xpeller™
Counter UAV Solutions

React quickly to the threat of UAV incursion, with a modular and scalable multi-sensor security solution, capable of addressing both current and evolving threats.

Counter the rising threat of drone attack

www.hensoldt.net
Adaptable solutions to protect vulnerable and sensitive sites from UAV threats. HENSOLDT technology enables sensitive sites, like airports, sports stadiums or industrial operations, to match solutions to their exact requirements, whilst avoiding the risks of hard kill.

Add ons to the core solution of radars cameras and jammers, include IFF, RF direction finding and much more.

**Xpeller™ Benefits**
- Safe - Return UAV to base or land
- Non Destructive Electronic threat management
- Completely Configurable
- Totally Scalable
- Cost Effective
- Adaptable and Flexible
- Universal Integration Capability
- Multiple Sensor Capable C2
- Drone Operator Tracking Capability
- Performs Day and Night, in all weather conditions

**Deployment Options**
- Xpeller Guard - Static
- Xpeller Rapid - Vehicle Mounted
- Xpeller Gear - Man Portable

**Detect, Identify, Track and Protect**
Xpeller™
Scalable CUAV Solutions, adapt to threat, site and budget

Airports

HENSOLDT’s scalable, modular Xpeller Solutions integrate sensors in just the right combination to deliver optimal site protection.

Nuclear Power Stations

Stadiums